ACCESS EUROPE and VU Centre for European Legal Studies
Symposium and book launch

The European Union as an Area of Freedom, Security and Justice

3 March 2017

Place: Forum 3, VU University Amsterdam, De Boelelaan 3, 1081HV Amsterdam
Time: 1 pm-6.30 pm

Program

1 pm: Welcome and light lunch

1.45 pm-3.30 pm

Keynote
José Gutierrez-Fons, Court of Justice of the European Union, Luxembourg
“Mutual trust in the Area of Freedom, Security and Justice and the Court of Justice”

Comment: Iris Canor, Max Planck Institute for Comparative Public Law and International Law, Heidelberg/ The College of Management School of Law

Discussion

3.30-3.45 pm Coffee break

3.45-5 pm

Chair: Ester Herlin-Karnell (VU Amsterdam).
Participants: Dora Kostakopoulou (Warwick University), Henri De Waele (Nijmegen University), Gerard Conway (Brunel University), Sara Poli (Pisa University), Irene Wieczorek (VUB Brussels/Cambridge University), Claudio Matera (Twente University), Anneli Albi (Kent University) TBC, Vesna Lazic (Utrecht University), Maria Fletcher (Glasgow University), Ester Herlin-Karnell (VU Amsterdam)
Comments: Jannemieke Ouwerkerk (Leiden University) and Evelien Brouwer (VU Amsterdam)

Discussion

5 pm
**Roundtable:** Reflections on Brexit, AFSJ and the crisis driven EU
Chair: Claudio Matera (Twente University)
Participants: Maria Fletcher, (Glasgow University), Dora Kostakopoulou (Warwick University), Gerard Conway (Brunel University), Anneli Albi (Kent University, TBC) Gareth Davies (VU Amsterdam)

**Discussion**

Ca 6.30 pm drinks

Ca 8 pm dinner (for panelists)